Bike Hotel Bella Tola Valais

Bike Hotel Bella Tola Valais
Bike Hotel Bella Tola Valais is located in St-Luc, Val d’Anniviers in the Valais Canton in South
Switzwerland near France and Italy. This stunning area has one of the most spectacular
mountain ranges in the Swiss Alps and is situated on the sunny east side of the Val d'Anniviers
with its 4000-metre peak.The beautiful village of St-Luc, Val d’Anniviers is an ideal destination
for mountain bikers. The mountain range of V al d’Anniviers includes the mighty and world
famous Matterhorn as well.

An Iconic Jewel in the Swiss Valais Alps
The Bella Tola hotel offers all you need for a relaxing holiday. A visit to Hotel Bella Tola is,
above all, sharing the magic of this ancestral building, which today retains much of the mystery
attached to the successive generations who have lived and worked here.
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Hôtel Bella Tola, dating from 1859, is Stylish, elegant and with an excellent cuisine. The friendly
staff, led by Mélanie Glassey-Roth and Angélique Buchs are waiting to pamper you. Enjoy the
sun set one of the elegant verandas, sit by the fireplace or enjoy a good glass of wine in the
library. After a hard day on your bike you can enjoy countless spa facilities to warm up your tired
muscles.
Hotel Bella Tola Valais - member of the Luxury CCT Bike Hotels Europe

St Luc in Val d’Anniviers a mountain bikers paradise!
The area around St-Luc is a mountain bikers paradise. Here you’ll experience top class tracks
and a variety of challening MTB trails and downhill routes. For the ones who looking for
adrenaline, take advantage of the Bike Park of St Luc. We certainly recommend this top class
St-Luc Bike Park in Val d’Anniviers. Here you experience trails with a total of 7 km for both the
professionals and amateurs bikers with 3 downhill runs and three difficulty levels with 500
metres difference in altitude.
Last but not least: Angelique, the daughter of the owners ot the Bella Tola hotel is a biker and
there to help you customise your MTB holiday programme, making the most of your days and
ensuring you don’t miss the best of Val d’Anniviers!
Happy Cycling
Cycle Classic Tours and the staff of Bike Hotel Bella Tola Valais
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Facilities
Bike rental
Half & Full Board
Guided bike tours
Bike workshop
Bike storage
Spa - Wellness
Laundry
Car parking
Swimming pool
Restaurant
Wi-Fi
Bike maps
Info Desk
Lounge Bar
Ride support
Fitness room
large garden
Restaurants

Bike Hotel Bella Tola Valais your Mountain Bike Resort in Switzerland!
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The
region around Saint Luc offers some of the finest mountain-biking trails in Switzerland, boasting
170km of tracks for all levels and between 1400 and 3100m altitude. Enjoy breath-taking rides
between glaciers, moraines and pine and larch forest. When you’re not riding, you can leave
your bike in the secured locker and you can use the cleaning kit whenever you need it. Bike
manager Angelique can help you with maps, tips and trails you want to explore, it will be a
pleasure to get you on the right track. Detailed maps are available at the reception. Please find
a List of the MTB TRAILS IN THE VAL D' ANNIVIERS Claude’s selection:
From St-Luc to the Weisshorn Hotel, via Chandolin and Prilet on the way home: map
and profile
His top trail: From Sorebois to Grimentz, with a downhill track to Lake Moiry: map and
profile
NUMEROUS FACILITIES
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The Val d’Anniviers in the Valais Canton is a mountain bikers paradise with countless
opportunities. Need tips about highlights, routes and other information? Just ask bike manager
Angelique of the Bella Tola hotel & Spa.
If you wish to travel with a bike guide from the hotel or need routes to explore the area
on your own... all is possible.
There are countless kilometers of trails for all kind of levels, from beginners who want to
ride without having difficulties to the skilled ones who looking for challenging tracks
Bike storage & washing area
Those who enjoy outdoor activities will find plenty to do in both summer and winter, as
St-Luc has a variety of summer hiking and MTB trails that reach altitudes of more than
3000m,
An elevation gain of 500 metres, three downhill runs and three difficulty levels, all
offering plenty of adrenaline – welcome to the St-Luc Bike Park!
Enjoy countless spa facilities at the SPA «L’Eau des Cimes» the high altitude SPA (200
m2), where the delights of nature are celebrated.
Panoramic terraces facing the snow-capped, 4000m peaks extend the spa outside, for a
total immersion in the natural surroundings.
Restaurant-Veranda «Chez Ida» The veranda «Chez Ida» is a must visit, with its new
frontage inspired by the last century, The menu is varied and privileges local products.
Restaurant «Le Tzambron» in its wooden decor, distils a warm simplicity, where chef
Céline Guihéneuf invites you to taste his mountain recipies. Le Tzambron perfect for
raclette evenings with delicious cheeses from the Anniviers valley
The Pool : the ground cement basin with its crystal clear water reveals
The sunny terrace is an ideal place to have lunch or dinner
Combine the best of the Swiss Valais Alps with passion for cycling!

Hotel Information
GD Hôtel Bella Tola & St-Luc Mélanie Glassey-Roth and Angélique Buchs Route Principale
8, CH-3961 St-Luc, Valais – Val d’Anniviers +41 27 475 14 44 Email: bellatola@bluewin.ch
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